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PREMORTAL BREATH “THEY”
ALBUM

In 2010 Tommy (vocals) and Potti (drums) decided to grab the bull by the horns. They wanted to
start a fresh-sounding, heavy, yet melodic metal band –the idea of Premortal Breath was born.
Still missing guitarists and a bassist, the two started their quest for fellow musicians. A first line-up
was complemented by Armin (guitar) and Tobias (bass) and started working on new songs right
away. In October 2010 the bunch entered the Beat-House Studio in Rauenberg/Germany where
they recorded two of theirsongs (Mind over matter/Your ruin).
Still lacking a second guitarist Tobias switched from bass to guitar, a wise decision, as shortly after
guitarist Armin left the band due to personal issues. Luckily a new bassist was found quite easily
in Sebastian. Without intermission they continued to rehearse and push their songwriting, while
looking for a second guitarist. Innumerable, fruitless auditions later guitarist David joined the band,
being the missing piece. But shortly after the bands line-up changed once again -David left the
band to pursue his own musical ideas. The band being fed up with auditions Sebastian stepped up

to the challenge and filled in as second guitarist. Recruiting a bassist was kind of a no-brainer, as
first

applicant

Dominik

convincedon

all

levels.

In 2014 we recorded our first album called “THEY” in the “Logischdenker” recording studio that also
mixed and mastered the songs. The album includes 8 tracks and was released in July 2014. So
that’s it in a nutshell.
We love to share our music, so catch us on one of our gigs and spread the word!
We had the honor to share the stage with: Alienshake, Angur, Awaiting Dawn, Bastard Nation,
Battlemage, Beneath The Grey, BloodFireDeath, Deconstruct, Emerald, Geäst, Hand of Fate,
Hatchery, Irony, Ivory Night, Messenger, Metal Roots, Out of Damage, RAW, Rotten Monument,
Scathing Irony, Sceptor, SicknD, Tulzscha, Vanderbuyst.

LINE UP


Thomas Pettrich – Drums



Sebastian Herbold – Guitars



Tobias Eymer – Guitars



Dominik Eymer – Bass



Thomas Greulich–Vocals

DISCOGRAPHY
THEY album :



1. Your Ruin ( 2014 )04:38



2. Into The Light04:41



3. Fuck My Brain05:40



4. Pain 04:17



5. THEY 04:10



6. Pleasure 06:08



7. Trapped 04:58



8. Bloody Baby Shower 05:11

REVIEW
Thank you in advance for metal message that has given us the opportunity to be able to a little
review THEY album from PREMORTAL BREATH. The first time we heard the songs on this album,
we provide an important point that the song they play is rooted in pure heavy metal. But the course
of their songs, many combine modern elements in the song. Characteristic of thick sound in the
style of guitar distortion, which sounds heavy but relaxed. Although occasionally play fast tempo,
but keep coming back to the relaxed tempo that they employ some songs.
For the current era hevay metal bands mostly already played tempo is always fast and heavy sound
in the game lead guitar. But PREMORTAL BREATH was not. Despite playing fast, they still
maintain the harmony of the song.
The main character of vocals in some songs sound classic. And fortunately there are some vocal
growl that sounded contemporary complement.
From the beginning of the song until the end, we think this album could be an option this time where
they can entertain in weight but also sounded relaxed. Listeners can still follow the rhythm which
they serve.
Overall in THEY album, it is presented with good material, professional in the cultivation of the song
and condensed in the harmonization of the beat. And this is one of the album with material classical
music and stylish modern that we recommend for fans of heavy metal music. You can get there
ability and harmony in the presentation of the song.
Good luck for PREMORTAL BREATH…!!! \m/
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